The Campaign Editor is where you are launched into when you click "Edit This Campaign" from the All Campaigns Area.

In the top bar sub-navigation of the Campaign Editor, we have added two new sections: Order Settings and Receipt Settings. Some of the sub-sections contained in each are brand new, while others are existing settings that have been relocated to these tabs from the "Campaign Settings" tab. Here is a breakdown of the changes:

**Campaign Settings** now contains:

- Title & About
- Logo, Thumbnail, & Info
- Goal and End Date
- Social Media Settings
- Review Page Message
- Mailing List Opt-In Setting
- Processing Fee Settings

**Order Settings** now contains:

- Cart Settings (brand new)
- Information Collection Settings (moved from Tool Settings)
- Coupon Codes (moved out of Registration settings, and new to the transaction-level)
- Waiver Applied to Entire Order (moved out of Registration settings, and new to the transaction-level)
- Custom Fields Applied to Entire Order (new function to the transaction-level)
- Maximum Shipping Cost Per Order (new)
**Receipt Settings** now contains:

- **Transaction Receipt Settings** *(new functionality added) + Send Test Receipt (new)*
- Recurring Payment Receipt Settings *(new) + Send Test Receipt (new)*
- Peer-to-Peer Fundraiser Confirmation Settings *(new) + Send Test Receipt (new)*
- Mailing List Confirmation Settings *(moved from Campaign Settings) + Send Test Receipt (new)*
- **Internal Notification Settings** *(moved from Campaign Settings)*
- **Credit Card Statement Description** *(moved from Campaign Settings)*